Background
These documents were taken from the EVGRAY group at :
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/EVGRAY. They contain a correspondence speculating on
the existence of cold electricity.
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OK folks let's start some real controversy for I have a theory that has been bothering me
for a long time and is based on real world experience and not just idle thinking. In my
day-to-day work I deal with rather large electric motors of the type that utilize large start
and run capacitors such as is found in air conditioning equipment etc. On many occasions
I have witnessed these motors release extremely high voltage and high amperage pulses
or spikes whenever we try to start this type of motor in a locked or semi-locked rotor
condition.

Low impedance states
What I am going to describe is the controversial point and that is the fact that the
observed high voltage spike that is very destructive to all electronic equipment is actually
coming from the neutral side of the line or the earth ground bonding.
(The neutral is wave receptor as LAW states you must have Node & anti node in standing
wave relation (dipole) * in H switched coil as Phil experiments verified such spike
manifests in valanced oscillations within a Valanced Q coil . ( alike radio amateur dual
spiral inductors)
I have seen motors nearby that are turned off actually run backwards. Since these motors
were of shaded pole design this suggest that a very unusual form of electricity is
responsible for this phenomenon, that is "negative electricity". The shaded pole motor
can only run one direction based on it's design unless you provide extra shading windings
to provide for reversal or some other phenomenon such as negative current could run it
backwards.
Rf induction as reversed induction causes inversed rotation in Microwave oven fans put
in contact with RV produced RE If core is effected by RE field the shaded pole becomes
attractor to RF energy. It rotates in REVERSE .

Lab tested effect of RF induction SWR
Standing wave reflection within a core gives reversed rotation as in reverse Induction
generator SWR will make it rotate backwards upon mechanical input shut down if signal
is kept going with added phased input .. paralleled synchronous 3 phase lines .
Another clue as to the presence of negative electricity is the fact that large switches and
contactors have their contacts either completely destroyed or welded together by large
currents at high voltage carried over relatively small wires.
Again the voltage nodes can be as thin as hair the Current node can be 1 inch silver
contact and at "bounseback" the tendency of contacts to separate upon impact creates a hi
current plasma within the current nodal area melting whatever gets in the way ...
What is going on here has been eluded to by many researchers in the past such as Tesla
when he said that the key to free energy was in IRON for it was a unique element that has
2 free electrons in the M shell of the atom that can be bounced free for use only to be
replenished from the ether. He stated that a free energy device would be based on a fine
grade of steel to take advantage of this unique feature of iron.
Iron thundervolt , specific mix of Iron , silicon & carbon produce atomic permutation of
elements alike in Hole model geometric structure relocation within illusory physical
realm .
Dr. Tewari,in his book "Beyond Mater" brings out the same fact and is the heart of the
famed "N Machine". The best source of an insight as to how this works is found in Dr.
Harold Aspden's presentation to the IANS Conference of 1993 titled "The World's
Energy Future". In this paper Aspden outlines what occurs when you bring an iron mass
to magnetic saturation and allow it to relax.

Energy pumping .... (transformation) from one domain to another
A release of ZPE or ZERO POINT ENERGY comes out of the iron. Yule Brown says it
best, (From the atomic permutation within the Iron atom geometric structure regausing ...
Acoustic signal at ferroresonance quite well prove my point correct ...)
"We should think everything backwards in this field of free energy". The backwards
thinking comes into play in the fact that when the free electrons in the M shell of the iron
atoms are freed they flow out of the iron itself therefore are present in the neutral or earth
bond side of the circuit and not in the hot or supply side of the conventional circuit.
RE & RF law are Same Be node & anty Node the 2 are needed even in a circular
polarized waviton ( ball lightning ) there is to be node & anty node surface 1/5 landa of
nodal charge inner core 4/5 nodal charge area within radial circumference of ball
lightning sphere waviton ... ---------

When you excite atoms to a high electron state and allow them to return to ground state
they release photons of energy but retain their original energy levels with no degradation
therefore the energy that was lost by photon emission has been replaced from space
vacuum or ZPE. The key to releasing the 2 free electrons in each iron atom is in the d
Gravitic Aether flow toward Atom center ( atomic VTA ) as atom field is modulated
from contraction to expansion & expansion to contraction in geometrical time space ...
(Read old posting on the subject)

Black Holes, Hawking Radiation & others..
Degree of magnetic saturation that occurs in our device design. I have read several papers
in the Keely files that incorporate magnetic saturation of iron in the basic design of the
device such as the Gray Motor that used bucking opposing magnetic fields to pop the iron
electrons free.
Reread motor Gunning (running motor forward at hi speed ) reversing power to it
suddenly ....
(Alike having RV Frequency drive run at Hi RPM 10,000 RPm and having its power cut
off suddenly and 200mF caps switched on to motor lines ... KABOOM ! a few coils of
wire can send appliance burning EMP 600 within meters radius ..)
The error most researchers are making is that they are looking for the energy
manifestation to occur in the conductors associated with the design but should be looking
at the ground or earth bond side of the circuit.
(wherever RF Node & anti nodes are within a virtual dipole physical manifest)
All electric motors have a bonding or ground wire attached to the iron stator which in
most cases is the neutral side of the input line. I hope that this input to the free energy
puzzle will prompt some massage of gray matter and maybe we can build the future
machine we have all been looking for. Norm _____
(The Machine is already there it only needs assembling the parts)
Brian & Michael looped already and gray matter is still too busy thinking How its done
instead of how it works ...
RF has quadrature manifestations as well as RE as they are the SAME phenomena under
same universal Acoustic WAVE laws , from wave to particle and from particle to wave
with medium or no medium it is transformation of ENERGY . )
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Now for some additional notes on the subject of neutral spikes or ZPE occurrences let's
look at the all too familiar Tesla coil that is so popular because of the splendid fireworks
display they produce. Tesla said that in order to do effective work a large coil should not
produce sparking or a corona discharge about the elevated capacitance. ????????
Your immediate response is, have is the work taped and where is it occurring?
(Again node & anty nodes you got voltage node at capacity at HI Q you got no streamers
at all . (its RF )
Well Mr. Tesla clearly stated that the whole purpose of designing a device that would
operate at full free resonance at the earth natural frequency of 7.83 HZ (he used 8 HZ in
his day) was to produce a power wave that would pump electrons directly in and out of
the earth via a deep grounding system that was firmly attached to the earth.
(240FT long earth element and 10 feet diameter air capacity )
1.3 to 52.1 ohm tunable coil ... with parallel HV variable tuning glass capacitor )
I have talked to many tesla coil builders and have found not one who was interested in
exploring the ZPE pumping of electrons directly in and out of a deep earth ground such
as Tesla had planed to use at Wardencliff, Long Island.
(I disclosed method ,in PES there is record some people tried it and got fried as Unit
resonated to earth creating huge current that destroyed unit & killed 2 technicians
(evaporated into thin air)
(Bad earth conductor design) I was not consulted properly ...
If you read carefully such documents as D.C. Cox "Modern Resonance Transformer
Design" you will find clearly stated that a deep or good earth ground is necessary and this
conductor must be a cable of substantial size for a considerable current of earth pumped
electrons does occur when the coil is operating at full free resonance.
He states that if an attempt is made to earth ground a coil with zip cord it will result in a
burned up ground wire. Well I might be dense or otherwise afflicted but this sure sounds
like ZPE tapping to me.
Same stuff , maybe different flavor & color but its same stuff .. and yes Tesla coils do
give many tips ... Single wire transmission using 2 balls of same mass same diameter at
transmit & receive ends "no earth" grown also works ,,,

Read tesla "AIR" capacity
Why can't Tesla coil builders out there explore this phenomenon to determine the overunity aspects of a Tesla coil that is operated at full resonance and better yet modulate one
to get an earth resonant power wave of approximately 7.83 HZ. I say approximately for I
don't think anyone has successfully nailed down the exact earth resonant frequency as of
yet.
There are Many I posted them all long ago ... more interesting is AIR capacity 10Khz one
(acoustic) MRA power source.
This figure is close enough for government work at this time or until someone comes up
with a more precise figure. I belabor the point for out there lies those who will say, "You
missed the freq by .01 HZ", You know them as pain in the ass nit-pickers.
(That is Why I teach people how to TUNE ... and build ADAPTIVE systems capable of
broadband range & narrowband hi Q resonance ,,,
(Read past Advice on hacking radio amateur antenna tuners ) variable coil & capacitor
ranges ... Built Tesla coils in 3 phases ZEUS is 3PH tesla coil alike tuned to ether local
standing wave natural NODE signal.
Reread my hypersignal postings ....)
Keep the focus on the over-unity aspects and not on precise detail. I have tossed this out
on the table of debate so as to prompt input from the many out there who have taken the
well spent time to study the basic Tesla coil designs parameters and can give us back
some meaningful input. Let's hear or read some feed-back from the depths of this
KeelyNet. Your friend Norm.
(Problem is my friend People Do not read ) less do proper experimentation in the lab ....
Hope it helps ...
Hector :)
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Hi Norm,
I used to live in Spain, and there, they ground the NEUTRAL side of the line, because
spikes which originate there can blow both wiring and xfmrs. I think that you are asking
the same questions which Ed Gray asked, before he used the inductive spikes from low

DC to charge to high DC in capacitors, and discharge to drive his patented over-unity
motor. It was how the coilbak was designed to work, based on Ed Gray's work. Tesla first
had to convert his output to sine wave, no easy task, and then use a mechanical pendulum
to modulate it at 8Hz, because elec. timers run fast in the tachyon field. I've seen that,
even with my little coil. Having done that, however, he could resonate earth and boost his
output, as well as transmit power without wires. We "little Teslas" would have to do the
same thing, on a smaller scale, to get earth resonance.
CUL
Joel

